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ABSTRACT
An obligate intermediate during microRNA (miRNA) biogenesis is an ~22-nucleotide RNA duplex, from which the mature
miRNA is preferentially incorporated into a silencing complex. Its partner miRNA* species is generally regarded as a passenger
RNA, whose regulatory capacity has not been systematically examined in vertebrates. Our bioinformatic analyses demonstrate
that a substantial fraction of miRNA* species are stringently conserved over vertebrate evolution, collectively exhibit greatest
conservation in their seed regions, and define complementary motifs whose conservation across vertebrate 39-UTR evolution is
statistically significant. Functional tests of 22 miRNA expression constructs revealed that a majority could repress both miRNA
and miRNA* perfect match reporters, and the ratio of miRNA:miRNA* sensor repression was correlated with the endogenous
ratio of miRNA:miRNA* reads. Analysis of microarray data provided transcriptome-wide evidence for the regulation of seed-
matched targets for both mature and star strand species of several miRNAs relevant to oncogenesis, including mir-17, mir-34a,
and mir-19. Finally, 39-UTR sensor assays and mutagenesis tests confirmed direct repression of five miR-19* targets via star seed
sites. Overall, our data demonstrate that miRNA* species have demonstrable impact on vertebrate regulatory networks and
should be taken into account in studies of miRNA functions and their contribution to disease states.
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INTRODUCTION
microRNAs (miRNAs) are an abundant class of z22 nu-
cleotide RNAs, derived from endogenous transcripts bearing
short inverted repeats, that perform critical roles as post-
transcriptional repressors in diverse higher eukaryotes (Flynt
and Lai 2008; Bartel 2009). An obligate step in miRNA
biogenesis is the cleavage of pre-miRNA hairpins by Dicer
RNAse III enzymes to yieldz22-nt duplexes. By convention,
the mature miRNA is defined as the duplex strand that accu-
mulates to a higher steady-state level than its partner strand,
which is termed the miRNA* species. The higher steady-state
level of miRNAs relative to miRNA* species is presumed to re-
flect their preferred incorporation into Argonaute (Ago) com-
plexes, and thus into post-transcriptional regulatory networks.
A key indicator of the endogenous function of miRNAs is
the conservation of 7-nt sequences, usually within 39 untran-
slated regions (39 UTRs), that exhibit Watson-Crick pairing
to positions 2–8 of the mature miRNA (the ‘‘seed’’ region)
(Lai 2002; Lewis et al. 2003; Brennecke et al. 2005; Krek et al.
2005). Complementarity to positions 2–7 of the miRNA also
yields signal for evolutionary constraint, and the activity of
both types of seed matches improves if there is an adenosine
across from the first miRNA position and/or the site lies in a
structurally open context (Bartel 2009). Application of these
criteria to multispecies genome alignments yields evidence
that a majority of mammalian transcripts bear conserved
sites for one or more miRNAs (Friedman et al. 2009). The
extent of the miRNA target network is broader yet, when
considering the possibility for unrecognized miRNA genes
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and functional sites that are poorly conserved, lack seed
matches, or that occur outside of 39 UTRs (Bartel 2009;
Brodersen and Voinnet 2009).
On the other hand, the potential regulatory activity of
miRNA* species has received comparatively limited attention.
Nevertheless, it was recognized early on that both strands of
some artificial siRNA duplexes could direct target cleavage, in
both Drosophila (Nykanen et al. 2001) and mammalian
systems (Elbashir et al. 2001a,b). Indeed, a major improve-
ment in siRNA specificity came with the implementation of
rules, derived in part from analysis of miRNA/miRNA*
strand selection, that force the asymmetric incorporation of
siRNA strands into Ago complexes (Khvorova et al. 2003;
Schwarz et al. 2003). However, as many miRNA* species
accumulate to substantial levels in vivo, endogenous miRNA
genes do not universally exclude miRNA* species from func-
tional complexes (Ruby et al. 2007; Azuma-Mukai et al. 2008;
Czech et al. 2008; Ender et al. 2008; Okamura et al. 2008; Goff
et al. 2009; Chiang et al. 2010).
Studies in Drosophila revealed that a substantial fraction of
miRNA genes are highly conserved along both miRNA and
miRNA* sequences and that seed matches of both miRNA
and miRNA* species exhibit preferential conservation in
39 UTRs (Okamura et al. 2008). Although mature strand
miRNAs far outnumber miRNA* species in the Drosophila
miRNA effector AGO1 (Czech et al. 2008) and miRNA*
species are also strongly loaded into the siRNA effector AGO2
(Czech et al. 2009; Okamura et al. 2009; Ghildiyal et al. 2010),
miRNA* strands exert detectable impact on miRNA-type
target networks in this species. Similar functionality of ver-
tebrate miRNA* species has been proposed (Ro et al. 2007;
Chiang et al. 2010; Schulte et al. 2010), although not
systematically tested. We provide here broad evidence from
comparative genomics and experimental assays demon-
strating that many vertebrate miRNA* species exhibit
hallmarks of incorporation into endogenous regulatory
networks. Importantly, we identified clear signatures of
miRNA* target regulation in transcriptome-wide studies and
confirmed direct repression of 39-UTR targets of miRNA*
species. Although the regulatory reach of miRNA* species
is less than that of miRNAs, their impact is demonstrable
and therefore relevant to vertebrate gene evolution, miRNA
gain-of-function experiments, and miRNA biology in normal
and disease states.
RESULTS
Experimental assessment of mature miRNA* species
Until recently, many vertebrate miRNA* species evaded
direct experimental detection due to their low expression.
This has changed with the availability of large data sets of
small RNA sequences from next-generation methods. Map-
ping of tens of millions of reads from several published
studies (see Materials and Methods) to miRBase annotations
(http://www.mirbase.org/) yielded a set ofz2 million mature
strand reads andz78,500 star strand reads from human, and
z4 million mature strand reads and z160,000 star strand
reads from mouse (Supplemental Table 1), or z4% star
reads in both species. From these, we defined 360 genes for
which the miRNA* species was deemed confidently assessed,
based on a dominant 59 end being represented by at least
5 reads (Supplemental Data Set 1). Because there are many
duplicated miRNA loci, which more typically yield identical
mature miRNAs than identical star species, these ‘‘well-
annotated’’ miRNA genes actually comprise 318 distinct
mature miRNAs and 337 distinct star species (Table 1).
These data identified a number of unannotated star species
and revealed some discrepancies with miRBase annotations
(Supplemental Data Set 2).
Among well-conserved miRNA genes, mature strands
exhibited preference for 59 U, and to a lesser extent 59 A
(Supplemental Fig. 1). This is consistent with the structural
preference of human AGO2 to bind 59 U and A with much
greater affinity than other nucleotides (Frank et al. 2010) and
the fact that strand selection is influenced by duplex thermo-
dynamic asymmetry, so that the predominance of weak base
pairs at the 59 ends of miRNAs is coupled to their preferred
selection as guide strands (Khvorova et al. 2003; Schwarz
et al. 2003). Their partner miRNA* strands instead exhibited
preference for 59 A and 59 C. The 59-nt biases of miRNA
and star strands were slightly more pronounced when ana-
lyzing the set of miRNA genes that are highly conserved
among vertebrates (Supplemental Fig. 1), suggesting that
TABLE 1. Conservation of human miRNA genes in chicken
Category
Total
genes
Unique
miRNAs
Unique
miRNA seeds
Unique
stars
Unique
star seeds
Human miRNA genes with $5 star reads 360 318 237 337 294
Human genes with #3 miRNA mutations in chicken 163 142 92 (142) (121)
Human genes with 0 miRNA mutations in chicken 141 120 82 (124) (105)
Human genes with #3 star mutations in chicken 106 (91) (65) 101 87
Human genes with 0 star mutations in chicken 67 (64) (51) 64 59
Human genes with <3 miRNA and #3 star mutations in chicken 72 62 43 69 59
Human genes with 0 miRNA and 0 star mutations in chicken 50 47 35 47 42
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these represent preferred characteristics of miRNA genes that
have been retained during vertebrate evolution. Notably, both
miRNA and miRNA* strand populations strongly disfavored
59 G, suggesting that miRNA* strands are under selection to
avoid a nucleotide feature that is strongly
avoided by recognized miRNA regulatory
strands.
Sequences of small RNA that immu-
noprecipitate (IP) with mammalian Ago
proteins have been reported, including
hAgo2- and hAgo3-IP data from Jurkat
cells (Azuma-Mukai et al. 2008) and
hAgo1- and hAgo2-IP data from
HEK293 cells (Ender et al. 2008). These
data sets showed that some miRNA*
species are present in Ago complexes at
substantial levels (Supplemental Data
Set 4), including miR-142-5p(*), miR-17*,
let-7d*, and mir-93* in hAgo2-Jurkat,
and mir-142-5p, mir-629*, mir-93*, let-7d*,
and mir-130b* in hAgo3-Jurkat. Indeed,
this profiling yielded more let-7d* than
let-7d in hAgo3, more miR-629* in
hAgo3 than all but six other mature
miRNAs, and more miR-142-5p(*) in
hAgo2 than all but seven other mature
miRNAs. In total, the miRNA mappings
from the combined Ago-IP data con-
tained 3.3% star reads, comparable to
what was observed from mappings across
all mammalian total RNA data sets. These
data provide evidence that miRNA* spe-
cies contribute substantially to the di-
versity of abundant small RNAs resident
in endogenous human Ago protein com-
plexes.
Characteristics of miRNA gene
evolution in vertebrates
We visualized these dominant cloned
miRNA and miRNA* species with re-
spect to 28-way alignments of vertebrate
genomes available from the UC Santa
Cruz Genome Browser (http://genome.
ucsc.edu/). We implemented color-coded
schemes for conserved and diverged nu-
cleotides along various regions of the
primary miRNA hairpin, which made
evolutionary trends in the miRNA and
miRNA* species evident upon cursory
visual inspection (Fig. 1).
As expected, the majority of human
miRNA sequences with reasonably abun-
dant reads were highly conserved across
many vertebrate genomes (Supplemental Data Set 3). In
cases in which the mature miRNA diverged, changes in the
seed region (2–8) were preferentially avoided (e.g., mir-20b)
(Fig. 1A). Also as expected, miRNA* species were overall less
FIGURE 1. Evolutionary profiles of well-conserved vertebrate miRNA genes. (A,B) Multi-
species alignments of two miRNA genes that are conserved from humans to fish. (Green)
Mature strands; (yellow) star strands; (red) nucleotides diverged with respect to human. (A)
mir-20b is highly conserved; its mature product has sustained a few positions of divergence,
but none involve its seed (nucleotides 1–8). On the other hand, miR-20b* has accumulated
many more positions of divergence, including in seed nucleotides in its fish orthologs. (B) mir-
18a is perfectly conserved along both miRNA and star arms among all vertebrates, from
human to fish. Such extreme constraint is suggestive of conserved regulatory activities of both
small RNAs produced by mir-18a. (C) Sequence divergence in 7-nt windows across 106
miRNA genes whose star arms sustained #3 diverged positions between human and chicken.
We note three observations: (1) miRNA strands (green) are better conserved than star strands
(yellow); (2) the ends of both miRNA and star strands are better conserved than their central
regions; and (3) the 2–8 seed windows exhibit highest conservation along miRNA and star
sequences (dotted reference line); the mature 1–7 and 2–8 windows had similar scores.
Yang et al.
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conserved than their partner strands, as illustrated by mir-
20b. In the case of miR-20b*, its multiple divergence events
were consistent with the notion that its predominant role is
to maintain overall hairpin structure. However, a substantial
fraction of human miRNA* species were, indeed, highly
conserved, if not invariant, across broad swaths of vertebrate
evolution. For example, both miRNA and miRNA* species
ofmir-18a were perfectly conserved from all mammals down
to all five of the sequenced fish genomes (Fig. 1B). Such
constraint cannot easily be explained by a merely structural
requirement for miR-18a*.
This level of star-sequence constraint was not peculiar to
mir-18a. We assessed miRNA conservation between mam-
malian genomes and an avian (chicken) genome, a ‘‘distant’’
outgroup with great utility for identifying miRNA binding
sites that are conserved across vertebrates (Krek et al. 2005;
Lewis et al. 2005). We defined 163 miRNA loci that are well-
conserved between mammals and chicken, by the criterion of
three or fewer mutations across the mature strand sequence,
and 106 miRNA loci with a similar level of conservation
across their star strands (Table 1). Of these, 141 mature
strand miRNAs and 67 star strand species had no mutations
between mammals and chicken, and the intersection of these
gene sets comprised 50 loci with no nucleotide changes from
mammals to chicken in either miRNA or star. Therefore, a
majority of miRNA genes that are preserved between human
and chicken maintain stringent constraints on their star
species, and scores of star species are invariant across this
evolutionary distance.
We quantified the conservation of consecutive 7-nt win-
dows across cohorts of miRNA and miRNA* sequences (Fig.
1C), using a branch length score metric that takes into ac-
count the relative divergence of a given species from human
(Miller et al. 2007). Analysis of vertebrate miRNA genes
whose star species were well-conserved between mammals
and chicken (three or fewer positions of divergence) revealed
four general trends. First, miRNA strands were more highly
conserved than miRNA* strands, consistent with the notion
that a single strand is selected as the predominant trans-
regulatory species from a given small RNA duplex. Second,
both ends of miRNA/miRNA* duplexes were preferentially
conserved relative to nucleotides at the center of the duplex,
consistent with the necessity to maintain precision in Drosha
and Dicer cleavage sites and/or the relative sorting of
miRNA/miRNA* species by virtue of thermodynamic duplex
asymmetry (Khvorova et al. 2003; Schwarz et al. 2003). Third,
the middle regions of miRNA strands were generally more
conserved than with miRNA* strands; this region was re-
cently reported to mediate a subclass of regulatory interac-
tions via ‘‘centered sites’’ (Shin et al. 2010). Fourth, we
observed that the most highly conserved 7-mer along both
miRNA strands and star strands was the 2–8 window.
These features parallel those previously observed across
the evolution of Drosophila miRNA genes (Okamura et al.
2008). In particular, the increased constraint in the canonical
seed window of the collected star species argues against
a purely structural role of mammalian miRNA* strands,
since selective pressure to maintain its pairing to the miRNA
seed might otherwise have been expected to yield preferred
constraint in the miRNA* 39 region. Instead, the similar and
marked seed constraints of mature miRNA sequences (Lewis
et al. 2003; Okamura et al. 2008) and star sequences (Fig.
1C) are suggestive of endogenous trans-regulatory roles for
both RNAs in the Dicer-cleaved duplex.
Detection of preferred miRNA* seed conservation
among vertebrate 39 UTRs
Although there is not a perfect correlation, the influence of
miRNA species on 39-UTR evolution is correlated with their
expression: miRNAs that are more highly expressed generally
have more conserved targets than do miRNAs that accumu-
late to lower levels (Lewis et al. 2003; Ruby et al. 2007).
Therefore, in spite of their characteristic evolutionary con-
straints, the relatively low levels of miRNA* species raised
the question of whether they were abundant enough to exert
measurable impact on transcript evolution. On the other
hand, seemingly ‘‘lowly expressed’’ miRNAs can serve critical
endogenous functions (Johnston and Hobert 2003); thus, low
gross accumulation does not necessarily imply lack of en-
dogenous usage.
We therefore tested the potential impact of miRNA*
species on vertebrate 39-UTR evolution by analyzing the
conservation of miRNA and miRNA* seed matches across
various cohorts of vertebrate genomes. We assessed the re-
lative conservation of the approximately 16,000 7-mers across
alignments of mammalian and avian orthologous 39 UTRs
(Chen and Rajewsky 2006). We selected control seeds to
compare against each genuine miRNA or miRNA* seed and
were careful to screen out all seeds with 7-mer and 6-mer +
t1a complementarity to miRNA or miRNA* seeds from
appearing in control cohorts (see Materials and Methods).
We started by analyzing a set of human miRNA genes
with well-annotated star species (as described earlier, with
a predominant star 59 end represented by at least five reads),
encompassing 237 distinct miRNA seeds and 294 miRNA*
seeds. This set exhibited 1.84-fold signal-to-noise (S2N) in
enrichment for conserved matches for miRNA seeds, but no
enrichment (0.99 S2N) for star seeds (Table 2); only unique
seeds were analyzed in this and all subsequent tests. This
gene set includes a number of miRNA species that are not
conserved in chicken, and certainly many more star species
that are relatively poorly conserved even among vertebrates.
That we observed substantial S2N for mature strand target-
ing, despite inclusion of irrelevant miRNAs, reflects the
strong signals achieved by seed matches to well-conserved
miRNAs. Reciprocally, the fact of no enrichment above
background for star targets across this aggregate set provides
confidence that we selected appropriate control 7-mers and
indicates that conserved star targets, if they exist, cannot
Activity of vertebrate miRNA* species
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overcome the large background of irrelevant seeds analyzed
in this set. We performed additional analysis of a set of 51
primate-specific miRNA genes for evidence of target sites
conserved to chicken. As expected, these yielded almost no
S2N for targets across the 39 distinct miRNA seeds or the 35
distinct star seeds, again indicating that our control sets were
selected appropriately.
A more relevant assessment in screening for target sites
that are conserved human–chicken is to restrict the analysis
to those miRNA genes that are conserved in chicken. Using
this set of 141 miRNA genes, comprising 82 distinct mature
miRNA strand seeds and 105 star strand seeds, we observed
a strong increase in miRNA targeting, as expected (Table 2).
This set identified conserved seed matches at a S2N of 3.36,
with an average of 85 targets/miRNA seed above background,
similar to previous assessments of vertebrate seed matches
conserved from human to chicken (Lewis et al. 2005). The
corresponding set of star species yielded a slight increase in
star S2N to 1.10, with an average of 3.6 targets/star above
background, although this was not significant by the one-
sided Mann-Whitney test (Table 2).
As this set contains a number of miRNA genes whose star
strand has diverged substantially in chicken, we further
restricted the analysis to the 67 miRNA genes whose star
strand was unchanged between human and chicken (com-
prising 51 unique mature miRNA seeds and 59 unique star
seeds). This group achieved 3.85 S2N for mature strand seeds
and 1.52 S2N for star seeds, with an average of 103 targets/
miRNA and 19.4 targets/star (Table 2). The level of star
targeting for these gene set was now highly significant by the
one-sided Mann-Whitney test comparing the distribution of
S2N of star seeds to control seeds. We conclude that miRNA*
species exhibit modest overall signal for 39-UTR targeting
relative to miRNA species, but that miRNA* targeting is
considerable among the scores of miRNA* seeds that have
been highly conserved during vertebrate evolution.
miRNA* species can repress targets via perfect
sites and seed matches
We selected mir-142 for initial functional tests, since it
exhibited several traits that epitomized dual miRNA/miRNA*
regulatory function. The ratio of mir-142 miR:star reads is
low in both human and mouse data sets, both miR-142-5p
and miR-142-3p are highly represented among endogenous
RNAs associated with independent hAgo2-IP and hAgo3-IP
experiments (Azuma-Mukai et al. 2008), and both mature
sequences are perfectly conserved among vertebrates ranging
from humans to fish (Fig. 2A). Such properties strongly
suggested that both small RNA products have been selected
for endogenous usage as regulatory species.
We tested siRNA-type Renilla luciferase reporters contain-
ing two perfect sites for either miRNA or miRNA* species of
mir-142, as well as miRNA-type sensors containing four
target sites with central bulges (Fig. 2B). Renilla reporter
activities were normalized to internal firefly luciferase re-
porters to control for transfection efficiency and then nor-
malized with respect to a non-cognate mir-1-2 expression
construct to control for potential nonspecific effects of
miRNA overexpression. These tests revealed that mir-142
repressed perfect miR-142-5p and miR-142-3p sensors ap-
proximately fivefold to 11-fold, respectively (Fig. 2C). We
also observed threefold to eightfold repression of their bulged
sensors, a lower amount that is consistent with the more
efficient silencing mediated by target cleavage. To demon-
strate that the repression of the bulged sensors was due to
typical miRNA-mediated seed matching, we made another
pair of bulged constructs carrying three point mutations in
the seed-matching region (Fig. 2B). Now, mir-142 was
unable to repress either target construct (Fig. 2C), indicating
that the repression of the bulged sensors reported on the
activity of both miRNA and miRNA* species of mir-142 on
conventional seed-driven regulatory interactions.
TABLE 2. 39-UTR targeting by conserved miRNA and star species
Set name
Number of
genes
Number
of mir
seeds
Number of
star seeds
Number of
targets above
control per miRNA
miRNA
S2N
MW1-
miRNA
Number of
targets above
control per star
star
S2N
MW1-
star
All well-annotated human genes
(>5 star reads with same 59 end)
360 237 294 30.05 1.84 0.00 4.85 0.99 0.45
Human–chicken conserved miRNA
with no mutations
141 82 105 85.43 3.36 0.00 3.63 1.10 0.08
Human star region in chicken
with no mutations
67 51 59 102.98 3.85 0.00 19.38 1.52 0.00
Primate-specific miRNAs 51 39 35 13.07 1.30 0.07 5.23 0.96 0.46
Evidence for endogenous targeting by well-conserved miRNA* species. We collected various cohorts of partner miRNA and star species and
analyzed their signal-to-noise (S2N) ratio above background for 2–8 seed matches conserved across human/chimp/mouse/rat/dog/chicken 39-
UTR alignments. Although bulk star strands did not exhibit any enrichment for target S2N, by restricting the analysis to 67 miRNA genes that
tolerate no changes on their star strand between human and chicken (59 unique star seeds), we obtained an S2N of 1.52 and an average of 19.4
targets per star. For comparison, the corresponding 51 mature miRNA seeds of this geneset (there are fewer mature seeds due to duplicates
among family members) yielded S2N of 3.85 and an average of 103 targets per miRNA.
Yang et al.
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Generalization of the regulatory capacity
of miRNA* species
We next sought to test how broadly the regulatory capacity
of miRNA* species applied. Having validated the repressive
activity of miR-142* using both perfect and seed-matched
sensors, we performed subsequent experiments using perfect
sensors as these provided greater sensitivity. We used mir-1-2
as a non-cognate control for these tests; mir-1-2 itself was
compared against mir-199a-2 and an empty miRNA expres-
sion vector as non-cognate comparisons, and it was seen to
be similarly highly active by both controls. In these tests of
perfect sensors, we considered normalized sensor repression
>2 standard deviations above the average
non-cognate sensor baseline to represent
confident repression.
In total, we tested partner miRNA and
miRNA* sensors for 22 different miRNA
genes (Figs. 2, 3). For all mature strand
miRNA sensors, we observed greater
than twofold (and up to 30-fold) repres-
sion, consistent with the expectation that
all bona fide miRNA genes should
produce a functional regulatory RNA.
However, we also observed that 14 star
strand sensors were confidently re-
pressed upon introduction of a cognate
miRNA expression construct, although
some by less than twofold (Fig. 3A).
Therefore, a majority of miRNA genes
tested generated functional regulatory
RNAs from both left and right hairpin
arms.
We recognize that these sensor studies
relied on overexpressed miRNAs, whose
sorting might not be identical to their
endogenous counterparts. The fact that
eight miRNAs were functional only on
their mature miRNA strand suggested that
inappropriate loading of star strands was
not a pervasive issue, since this analysis
clearly identified many functional asym-
metric miRNA genes. To probe this fur-
ther, we compared the relative levels of
repression mediated by partner miRNA
and miRNA* species with their endoge-
nous ratios of miRNA:miRNA* accumu-
lation summed across a diverse set of
published libraries (see Materials and
Methods).
A caveat to this analysis is that the
reproducibility of most miRNA cloning
data reported in the literature is un-
known. For example, there could be
variability among data sets due to tech-
nical differences in cloning or sequencing protocols or
biological variability between different tissue samples
assayed. Nevertheless, even with such caveats, we observed
statistically significant correlations. Using group rankings
to segment miRNA genes into pools with higher or lower
miRNA:miRNA* ratios, we observed a good correlation
(P-value <0.0126) with their ratio of miRNA:miRNA* sen-
sor activity (Fig. 3B). In particular, many genes whose en-
dogenous miRNA:miRNA* cloning ratios were most
biased (e.g., mir-30b with more than 7000 mature reads and
three star reads, or mir-26a-1 with more than 50,000
mature reads and no star reads) failed to repress their star
sensors in the ectopic test.
FIGURE 2. Validation of the regulatory activity of mature strand and star strand targets of
mir-142. (A) mir-142 has been exceptionally conserved along both its miRNA (green) and star
(yellow) strands; positions of divergence (red) reside in the pre-miRNA flanks or in the
terminal loop. (B) Schematics of artificial sensors for miR-142-5p or miR-142-3p, containing
either two perfect target sites, four bulged sites, or four bulged sites with seed mismatches. (C)
Target repression by both miR-142-5p and miR-142-3p is seed-dependent. Sensors were
assayed and normalized as described in Figure 4. Introduction of the mir-142 expression
plasmid yields robust repression of both perfect and bulged sensors, but mutation of seed
nucleotides abolishes target repression.
Activity of vertebrate miRNA* species
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We also performed a linear regression analysis of the
miRNA:miRNA* cloning ratio and sensor ratio (Fig. 3C).
We analyzed the log2 values of cloning ratios, since the ratio
of their cloned reads varied over 3–4 orders of magnitude,
while the ratio of fold repression between miRNA and
miRNA* varied less than sevenfold. This analysis yielded
a Pearson’s correlation of r = 0.629, which was again
significant (p = 0.0017). We conclude from the sensor
studies that a majority of tested miRNA genes have the
capacity to repress targets complementary to both miRNA
and miRNA* species, and that the functional sorting of
small RNAs produced from these expression constructs
was reasonably correlated with their endogenous accu-
mulation.
Transcriptome-wide evidence for repression
by miRNA* species
We wished to extend our experimental results to the genome-
wide level. It has commonly been observed that following
up-regulation of an individual miRNA, the transcriptome
exhibits preferential down-regulation of mRNAs bearing cog-
nate seed matches (Lim et al. 2005). This strategy for func-
tional miRNA analysis is convenient in that does not depend
on endogenous miRNA levels and has achieved widespread
usage to identify potential target genes, or even merely to
gain evidence for miRNA activity (e.g., in delivery trials).
Recently, careful analysis of such data has also revealed the
de-repression of endogenous miRNA targets (Khan et al.
FIGURE 3. General tests of the dual regulatory capacity of miRNA genes. (A) Renilla luciferase sensors containing four antisense matches to
either the mature miRNA or star species of a given miRNA gene were tested for their response to a cognate pri-miRNA expression plasmid in
HeLa cells. Sensor values were normalized to an internal firefly luciferase transfection control and then represented as the fold repression relative
to the sensor level in the presence of a non-cognate miRNA expression plasmid (usually mir-1-2; the control for mir-1-2 was mir-199a-2). We
deemed a miRNA expression plasmid to be ‘‘dual function’’ if the mean repression value was at least two standard deviations above 1. Values
are derived from two independent sets of quadruplicate transfection experiments performed on different batches of cells; standard deviations
are shown. Some miRNA constructs were only capable of repressing the mature strand sensor, but a majority of constructs could repress both
mature strand and star sensors. Three genes for which the inferred miRNA* species (based on meta-analysis of published library data) yielded
slightly higher repression than their partner miRNA species are segregated to the right. (B) Correlation of ectopic miRNA sensor tests and
endogenous cloning ratios. We collected small RNA reads from the 22 loci tested in Figure 2 and this figure and compared their
miRNA:miRNA* cloning ratios with their miRNA:miRNA* sensor repression ratios. A rank analysis was performed to group genes with higher
cloning ratio (i.e., more asymmetric accumulation of the duplex strands) or lower cloning ratio (i.e., more balanced accumulation of the two
strands). The correlation with higher versus lower sensor repression ratios was statistically significant. (C) A linear regression was performed
between the miRNA:miRNA* sensor repression ratio and the log2(miRNA:miRNA*) cloning ratio. The correlation was significant according to
both Pearson’s tests.
Yang et al.
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2009), indicating thatmicroarray profiling provides a sensitive
platform to detect gene expression changes beyond simple
targeting by mature miRNAs.
Only a few published studies reported the enforced ex-
pression of miRNA* sequences. One such study by the Linsley
group reported microarray expression profiles of HCT116
and DLD1 cells following transfection with either mature
miRNA or star strand ofmir-17 using duplex mimics (Linsley
et al. 2007). In their experiments, the partner strands were
reciprocally altered so that either miR-17-5p (mature) or
miR-17-3p (star) was specifically delivered to active regula-
tory complexes. In principle, this should permit the discrim-
ination of miRNA and star targets of mir-17, although only
miR-17-5p targets were analyzed in this study. In particular,
they reported that mir-17-5p represses many targets that are
shared by its family members miR-20a and miR-106b
(Linsley et al. 2007), providing support for the notion that
the seed region is a major determinant of target selectivity
(Lai 2002; Lewis et al. 2003; Stark et al. 2003).
We applied miREDUCE (Sood et al. 2006) to the miR-17-
5p data set and confirmed the result that the sequence motif
that was best-correlated with down-regulated transcripts
(and reciprocally absent from up-regulated transcripts) was
the miR-17-5p seed (GCACUUU) (Fig. 4A). Several related
motifs (including 2–7 seeds with t1A anchors, other offset
6-mer or 7-mer motifs, and some G:U seeds) were also
highly correlatedwith target down-regulation (see also Supple-
mental Table 2). On the other hand, using the miR-17-3p
(star) data set, we observed very strong enrichment for repres-
sion of star seed target genes. Indeed, the miR-17-3p (star)
seed was the top correlated motif, with again several re-
lated motifs being very highly correlated (Fig. 4A).
In principle, the transfection experiments might be biased
by the designed asymmetry of mimic duplexes. We were
therefore interested to validate these results with data from
pri-miRNA expression experiments. The Mendell group per-
formed microarray analysis following infection of HCT116
cells with a control retrovirus or a mir-34a expression
construct (Chang et al. 2007). Their experimental conditions
yielded only threefold to fourfold up-regulation of miR-34a,
which might reflect an expression change that is more
physiological than obtained with miRNA transfection. Still,
it was noted that many more transcripts changed under
these conditions than in typical miRNA transfection exper-
iments (Lim et al. 2005; Linsley et al. 2007), presumably
indicating that these data reflected a substantial indirect
changes in gene expression (Chang et al. 2007). Consistent
with this suggestion, we ran miREDUCE over a range of pa-
rameters (see Materials and Methods) and discovered several
39-UTR motifs that were significantly correlated with the
gene expression changes but none that matched miRNA
seeds (Supplemental Table 2).
Despite the presence of indirect effects, Mendell and
colleagues reported that when they focused on the most
down-regulated transcripts, they found a modest enrichment
of miR-34a 2–7 seed matches (Chang et al. 2007). Analysis of
the top 200 down-regulated transcripts confirmed this trend
(Fig. 4B). Interestingly, we observed even stronger enrich-
ment for the miR-34a seed among larger cohorts of down-
regulated transcripts, peaking at p = 0.00584 across the top
500. Perhaps unexpectedly, analysis of the same cohorts of
down-regulated transcripts revealed even stronger enrich-
ment for miR-34a* 2–7 seed matches. This preferred enrich-
ment for miR-34a* seeds over mature miR-34a seeds was
stronger across each set of down-regulated transcripts ana-
lyzed, peaking at p = 1.23E-06 among the top 500 down-
regulated transcripts (Fig. 4B). We conclude that retroviral
expression of pri-mir-34a results in repression of both miR-
34a and miR-34a* targets.
FIGURE 4. Transcriptome-wide evidence for target repression di-
rected by partner miRNA and star species. (A) Target repression by
mature (green) and star (yellow) products of mir-17. Linsley et al.
(2007) reported microarray profiles for cells transfected with mimics
for either miR-17-5p (mature) or miR-17-3p (star), but only analyzed
the mature strand response. Using miREDUCE, we observe that the
motifs that are most highly correlated with down-regulated transcripts
in these data sets are the miR-17-5p seed (2–8 or 3–8) and the miR-
17-3p seed (2–8 or 2–7seed + t1A), respectively, all with P-values = 0.
Other highly statistically enriched motifs in down-regulated transcripts
include various seed variants (see also Supplemental Table 2). (B)
Mendell and colleagues reported microarray profiles following infec-
tion with a retroviral mir-34a construct (Chang et al. 2007) and
reported that the miR-34a seed was enriched among the 100 most
down-regulated transcripts. miREDUCE on this transcript set yielded
statistically significant enrichment of miR-34a 2-7 seed (green) among
the top 200 down-regulated transcripts, but this enrichment increased
when larger sets of down-regulated transcripts were analyzed. These
same transcript subsets yielded even stronger enrichment for miR-34a*
seeds (yellow) across all comparable cohorts of down-regulated genes,
peaking at 1.23E-06 in the top 500 most down-regulated transcripts.
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In a final set of analyses, we examined microarray data
using Myc-induced lymphoma cells deleted for the mir-
17/92 cluster, or reconstituted with retrovirus expressing
the two mir-19 genes in this cluster, mir-19a and mir-19b-1
(i.e., mir-19a/b). We were particularly interested in mir-19a/
b as it was recently shown to be the critical oncogenic
component of this miRNA cluster (Mu et al. 2009; Olive
et al. 2009; Mavrakis et al. 2010). The mature products of the
mir-19 genes predominate over their star species by 60- to
75-fold and share a common seed (GTGCAAA), suggesting
that this sequence should exert the dominant signature on
the transcriptome for mir-19-derived small RNAs. Their
star regions are distinct: miR-19a* has
two major 59 isomiRs, one of which is
shared with miR-19b-1* (GUUUUGC).
Since mir-19b-1* is expressed at least
eightfold higher than miR-19a*, this
suggests that the alternate miR-19a*
seed (AGUUUUG) may contribute cor-
respondingly less to endogenous gene
regulation (Fig. 5A; Supplemental Fig. 2).
We analyzed the cumulative distribu-
tion of differential gene expression be-
tween the two cell lines with or without
mir-19a/b and segregated those putative
targets containing exclusively perfect
miR-19 seed matches or miR-19b-1*
(GUUUUGC) seed matches; transcripts
containing both types of sites were ex-
cluded to avoid confounding attribu-
tion of miRNA regulation. As reported
earlier using all miR-19 targets (Mu
et al. 2009), the distribution of tran-
scripts with exclusive miR-19 seed
matches was strongly down-regulated in
the presence ofmir-19a/b. In addition, we
observed a modest but statistically sig-
nificant trend (assessed by Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test) for down-regulation of ex-
clusive miR-19* targets as well (Fig. 5B).
Finally, similar tests with matches to the
miR-19a* isomiR seed (AGUUUUG) tar-
gets failed to reveal a significant shift
(data not shown), consistent with its very
low endogenous accumulation. We con-
clude that physiological expression of
mir-19a/b results in transcriptome-wide
down-regulation of both miR-19 targets,
as expected, but also targets of the dom-
inant miR-19* species as well.
To validate the regulation of miR-19*
targets directly, we analyzed sensors of
candidate target genes. We generated
a set of Renilla reporters fused to the 39
UTRs of five different transcripts whose
levels were decreased in the presence of mir-19a/b, and that
bore conserved miR-19* seed matches (Fig. 5C; Supplemental
Fig. 3). These were co-transfected with mir-19a/b into HeLa
cells and normalized against mir-1-2 as a non-cognate
control. Their response was modest, between z1.5-fold and
twofold, but detectable in all cases (Fig. 5D). To verify that
such repression was indeed directly mediated by miR-19*, we
mutated the target sites in these sensors. This abolished their
response to mir-19 in all cases (Fig. 5D), demonstrating direct
repression via star target sites in these 39 UTRs.
Altogether, these analyses of three different cancer-
relevant miRNA genes demonstrate that star species can
FIGURE 5. (Legend on next page)
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mediate target modulation that is measurable across the
transcriptome and could be validated using conventional
sensor assays usually used to test ‘‘mature’’ miRNA target
sites. These results were robust in both miRNA ‘‘mimic’’
transfection experiments, as well as in more physiolog-
ical expression strategies using retrovirally delivered pri-
miRNAs. These data indicate that the regulatory activity of
miRNA* species should be considered to reveal the full
picture of miRNA-mediated gene regulation.
DISCUSSION
miRNA* activity contributes to the vertebrate
miRNA target network
In this study, we showed that well-conserved vertebrate
miRNA* species follow the same principles as their partner
miRNA species in that seed nucleotides 2–8 exhibit preferred
conservation along the small RNA, and 39-UTR seed matches
exhibit excess conservation over control heptamers. We
directly confirmed the ability of a majority of miRNA genes
to repress designed sensors for both miRNA and miRNA*
species, consistent with the recent observation of diverse
miRNA* species in mammalian Ago-IPs. Indeed, we easily ob-
served the repressive consequence of miRNA* activity in mul-
tiple transcriptome-wide expression profiles as well as
individual 39-UTR sensors demonstrating star-seed-dependent
regulation. Although miRNA* species contribute less to gene
regulatory networks than their partner miRNA strands, as
indicated by their smaller signal-to-noise ratios in target pre-
dictions and their smaller transcriptome signatures, our data
indicate that their regulatory influence is demonstrable by the
major computational and experimental strategies used to
assess the function of their partner mature miRNA strands.
Our systematic studies in vertebrates parallel the results
from our Drosophila studies (Okamura et al. 2008) and
greatly extend recent reports indicating functional targets
of specific mammalian miRNA* species, such as miR-9a*
(Packer et al. 2008; Yoo et al. 2009), miR-199* (Kim et al.
2008; Lee et al. 2009; Lin et al. 2009), miR-30a* (Ro et al.
2007), and miR-18a* (Tsang and Kwok 2009). Altogether,
these data indicate that the regulatory impact of miRNA*
species on mammalian genomes is much more substantial
than is currently envisaged. We do not advocate discarding
miRNA/miRNA* terminology, since this nomenclature pro-
vides important information regarding strand preference of
miRNA biogenesis, which is almost always asymmetric. On
the other hand, it is abundantly clear that miRNA* species
cannot be ignored as regulatory molecules and support the
notion of a broader usage of ‘‘5p-3p’’ nomenclature that
acknowledges fluidity rather than sole use of ‘‘miRNA:star’’
nomenclature.
Why hasn’t an appreciable extent of vertebrate miRNA*
activity been detected by earlier genome-wide studies? Target
repression is strongly influenced by the cellular concentra-
tion of the cognate regulatory RNA. Therefore, if endoge-
nous strand selection pathways strongly prefer the miRNA
over the miRNA*, then direct regulatory changes will mostly
reflect the regulation of mature strand targets. However, the
fact of low miRNA* accumulation does not necessarily imply
that they are irrelevant to gene regulation, any more than
genuine miRNAs with low and/or regionally specific expres-
sion should be inferred to be ‘‘less functional’’ than highly
and/or broadly expressed miRNAs. Indeed, high-throughput
profiling of Ago binding sites revealed that significant en-
richment for miRNA seed matches in Ago mRNA-CLIP tags
was observed for only a few tens of the most highly expressed
miRNAs, out of hundreds of miRNAs detected in the same
complexes (Chi et al. 2009; Hafner et al.
2010).
On the other hand, miRNA* function
was readily observed in gain-of-function
tests using miRNA expression constructs,
including settings with only a few fold
up-regulation of the miRNAs in ques-
tion. In the literature, a preferred method
of elevating miRNA activity has not been
through primary miRNA transcription,
but instead by transfection or injection of
miRNA/miRNA* duplexes (Lim et al.
2005; Giraldez et al. 2006; Wang and
Wang 2006; Linsley et al. 2007; Selbach
et al. 2008). As it happens, such duplexes
were almost always designed to force
the incorporation of miRNA strands, by
mutating miRNA* strands so as to pre-
vent their loading into Ago complexes.
Therefore, most of the existing tests in
the literature were poorly suited to report
FIGURE 5. Evidence for targeting by endogenous miR-19 and miR-19*. (A) Dominant read
counts of mmu-mir-19a and mmu-mir-19b-1 analyzed from six data sets reported in GSE11724
(Marson et al. 2008; see also Supplemental Fig. 2). Both genes generate a mature species with
a shared seed (red box); miR-19a* generates two 59 isomiRs, one of which is shared with miR-
19b-1* (green box); note that the GUUUUGC miR-19* seed is by far the dominant star seed
generated by the mir-19 genes. (B) Cumulative distribution function of gene expression in
lymphoma cell lines deleted for the mir-17/92 cluster compared to those re-expressing mir-
19a/b under retroviral control. Transcripts whose 39 UTRs contained exclusively miR-19
(GUGCAAA) or miR-19* (GUUUUGC) seed sites are segregated for analysis; transcripts
containing both types of seed matches were discarded to avoid ambiguity in assigning the
targeting species. Transcripts with miR-19 seed sites (red) or miR-19* seed sites (green) were
down-regulated in the presence of mir-19 relative to background gene expression of all other
transcripts (black); this trend was more substantial for the mature strand miR-19 but still
statistically significant for star strand targets. The region boxed in the main graph is expanded
to illustrate this trend more clearly. (C) Fold change of transcript down-regulation for selected
targets bearing conserved miR-19* seed matches. Following multiple hypothesis correction by
the false discovery rate (FDR), log fold changes with adjusted P-values (FDR <%5) were
considered significant; all of these gene expression changes were highly significant. (D)
Confirmation of direct repression by miR-19*. 39-UTR target sensors and matched mutants
bearing specific point changes within the miR-19* seed matches were tested for their response
to transfection of mir-19a/b in HeLa cells; sensor activities were normalized to their level in the
presence of functional mir-1-2 construct. All five were repressed in a manner that was
completely dependent on the integrity of the miR-19* seed matches (cf. wild-type sensors in
green with mutant sensors in tan).
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on miRNA* targeting in vertebrates. Indeed, commercially
available libraries of miRNA ‘‘mimics’’ designed to up-
regulate miRNA activity (e.g., Ambion ‘‘Pre-miRs,’’ QIAGEN
‘‘miScript miRNA Mimics,’’ and Dharmacon ‘‘miRIDIAN
mimics’’) are mutated in their star strands, ostensibly to pro-
mote ‘‘correct’’ strand incorporation by RISC. Such muta-
tions alter endogenous miRNA duplex strand selection and
prevent repression of endogenous star strand targets. As these
‘‘mimic’’ reagents are currently in predominant use in the
literature, the effects of star strand target regulation may
continue to be hidden from studies of mammalian miRNA
function.
Consequences of miRNA* activity during disease
Themir-34 family is a functional component of the p53 target
network (Chang et al. 2007; He et al. 2007; Raver-Shapira
et al. 2007; Tarasov et al. 2007), and there is great interest in
using miR-34 as a therapeutic for p53-compromised tumors.
Although ‘‘mimic’’ studies focus on directing mature miR-34
into regulatory complexes, our studies indicate that expression
of pri-mir-34 is associated with direct repression of both miR-
34 and miR-34* targets. We hypothesize that a fuller rescue of
mir-34 loss-of-function might be provided by endogenous
duplexes, instead of the star-mutated versions typically used as
mimics.
Reciprocally, miRNA* activity may prove even more
broadly relevant to gain-of-function settings. The ectopic
expression of many miRNAs induces developmental defects;
for example, enforced expression of mir-142 in hematopoi-
etic progenitors results in abnormally high commitment to
T-lymphoid lineages (Chen et al. 2004). Given our data on
the balanced output of functional miRNAs from both arms
of mir-142, the potential functional contribution of both
miR-142-5p and miR-142-3p deserves study. It is worth
noting that alternative Drosha processing has diversified the
functional output of mir-142 even further (Wu et al. 2009).
Many cancers are due to genomic amplification or gain-
of-function. For example, elevated levels of the ‘‘oncomir-1
cluster,’’ comprising the mir-17, mir-18, mir-19, mir-20, mir-
92 genes, underlies various hematopoietic and solid cancers
(Ota et al. 2004; He et al. 2005; O’Donnell et al. 2005). Five
of the six genes in this cluster have highly conserved miRNA*
species that exhibit seed constraint (Supplemental Data Set
2), and multiple members appear to have compelling star
functions. miR-18a* was reported to regulate K-ras (Tsang
and Kwok 2009), and endogenous miR-17* is abundant in
murine Argonaute complexes (Azuma-Mukai et al. 2008).
Transgenic activation of mir-17 affects tissue growth, and in
such animals, miR-17* is differentially and more highly up-
regulated in certain tissues than mature miR-17 (Shan et al.
2009). Our transcriptome analysis indicates broad regulatory
effects or miR-17* (Fig. 4). Finally, and perhaps most sig-
nificantly, mir-19 is the critical oncogenic component of this
cluster (Mu et al. 2009; Olive et al. 2009; Mavrakis et al.
2010). We provided evidence for transcriptome-wide re-
sponse of miR-19* targets from microarray profiling, and a
cohort of miR-19* targets was shown to be directly repressed
by mir-19a/b via conserved miR-19* star sites in conven-
tional sensor assays (Fig. 5).
We hypothesize that settings involving deregulated
miRNA loci, such as the mir-17/92 cluster, likely involve
the inappropriate repression of miRNA* targets. More
generally, our computational and experimental studies
support the notion that endogenous miRNA* species have
measurable impact on mammalian gene expression and
evolution. We conclude that evaluation of the regulatory
activities of miRNA star species is necessary for a full
understanding of the miRNA regulatory network.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Annotating mature products from small RNA
data libraries
Small RNA reads were collected from several previously published
studies of human (Landgraf et al. 2007; Azuma-Mukai et al. 2008;
Ender et al. 2008; Friedlander et al. 2008; Morin et al. 2008), mouse
(Calabrese et al. 2007; Babiarz et al. 2008; Baek et al. 2008; Marson
et al. 2008; Stark et al. 2008; Tam et al. 2008; Watanabe et al. 2008),
dog (Friedlander et al. 2008), and chicken (Glazov et al. 2008;
Rathjen et al. 2009). Small RNA reads were clipped if necessary and
mapped to known miRNA precursors (miRBase) using custom
python scripts. The mapping process requires a 100% match. A
mature product or star was annotated as confident if the most
abundant read comprised at least five reads with the same 59 end.
Hairpins were folded using RNAfold from the Vienna Package
(Hofacker 2003).
Evolutionary analysis across miRNA gene windows
We retrieved 28-way multiZ alignments for each miRNA precursor
from the UCSC Genome Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/). From
these alignments we also extracted human, chimp, mouse, dog, and
chicken data; made manual adjustments to optimize alignments;
and color-coded the output (mature miRNAs in green, miRNA*
species in yellow, positions of divergence in red). Complete align-
ment data can be found in Supplemental Data Set 2. In addition,
the 28-way and 6-way alignments are also accessible at http://
michaeldphillips.com/mam_mirstar/, using the user login: referee
and password: s14ha3i.
The conservation of each base was calculated by pairwise
comparison of each of chimp, mouse, dog, and chicken with Homo
sapiens hg18 as the reference. Matches were scored a 1, while mis-
matched or gapped nucleotides were scored as a 0. To capture the
significance of evolutionary distance across the species, we weighted
this score using distances from the standard 28-way vertebrate
phylogeny (Miller et al. 2007). For each 7-nt window across the
miRNA-miRNA* sequence, we summed the seven base scores and
rescaled them from 0 to 100, with 100 representing full conserva-
tion across all five species.
We noted that many cloned chicken miRNAs are missing from
the UCSC multiZ alignments, probably because many conserved
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non-coding RNAs are located in non-syntenic regions of the
chicken and human genomes (International Chicken Genome
Sequencing Consortium 2004). We therefore supplemented the
human–chicken highly conserved miRNA geneset with additional
chicken miRNAs that were missing from UCSC alignments, but
recovered from deep sequencing of chicken libraries (Glazov et al.
2008; Rathjen et al. 2009). This read evidence is summarized in
Supplemental Data Set 5.
Analysis of conserved target properties
Although many strategies exist to analyze miRNA targeting com-
putationally, the major signal in comparative genomic scans is
mostly accounted for conserved 7-mer matching to miRNA seeds
(positions 2–8) (Bartel 2009). We therefore focused on this class of
potential conserved miRNA binding site.
To generate sets of control seeds, we tallied the occurrence of all
(47 = 16,384) possible heptamers across annotated hg18 39 UTRs
(Chen and Rajewsky 2006). We generated controls for each miRNA
or miRNA* 2–8 heptamer by randomly selecting 50 control hep-
tamers whose frequency in hg18 39 UTRs was within 10% of the
original heptamer (Krek et al. 2005). The control seed sets were
filtered so as to remove any 7-mers that matched known miRNA or
miRNA* seeds, or polyadenylation sites (AAUAAA and AUUAAA).
We also explored methods for generating control sets using
permuted seeds with matching of dinucleotide frequencies, as
earlier performed in vertebrate target analyses (Lewis et al. 2003)
and in our studies of Drosophila targets (Okamura et al. 2008). We
observed overall similar results with this method but found that
many seeds did not generate sizable control seeds that satisfied the
tolerance for frequency in the transcriptome. We therefore pre-
ferred the former strategy, which has been used in several target
studies in various animal clades (Grun et al. 2005; Krek et al. 2005;
Lall et al. 2006).
To identify instances of conserved 7-mers (i.e., ‘‘targets’’), we
updated our earlier alignments of human/chimp/mouse/rat/dog/
chicken 39 UTRs using previously described methods (Krek et al.
2005; Chen and Rajewsky 2006). miRNA and star seeds were
analyzed non-redundantly (i.e., duplicate seeds in family members
were not tested). The ratio of target number between a genuine
miRNA or miRNA* seed and its control cohort of 50 seeds was
taken as its signal-to-noise ratio (S2N). The average S2N across
various groupings of partner miRNA and miRNA* seeds was
then calculated.
Generation of miRNA expression constructs
Approximately 500-nt pri-miRNA fragments were amplified from
HeLa cell genomic DNA by polymerase chain reaction and cloned
downstream from GFP in pcDNA6.2/N-EmGFP-TOPO (Invitro-
gen). Expression of miRNAs is under the control of the CMV
promoter. The primer sequences of miRNAs are listed in Supple-
mental Table 3 in the ‘‘miRNA expression primers’’ worksheet.
Generation of luciferase sensor constructs
For miRNA perfect sensors, oligonucleotide pairs were designed to
contain two antisense copies of an miRNA or miRNA* species, and
59-NotI- and 39-XhoI-compatible ends. These target sequences were
cloned into the NotI–XhoI sites downstream from the Renilla
luciferase coding region in a modified psiCHECK2 vector (Okamura
et al. 2007), which has an internal firefly luciferase gene for nor-
malization (Promega). The sensor sequences for the different miRNAs
are listed in Supplemental Table 3 in the ‘‘miRNA sensor primers’’
worksheet.
For the mir-142 sensor set, oligonucleotide pairs were designed
to contain a single bulged or mutant miR-142 target site flanked by
SalI and XhoI restriction sites at the 59 and 39 ends, respectively. To
anneal complementary oligonucleotide_A and _B, 50 mL of 100
mM A and B was mixed and placed for 5 min at 95°C, for 20 min at
65°C, and for 20 min at room temperature. 59 phosphates were
generated by incubating the resulting double-stranded DNA prod-
ucts with T4 PNK in T4 ligase buffer for 30 min at 37°C.
Oligomerization was performed by incubating the prepared du-
plexes with T4 DNA ligase in the presence of SalI and XhoI, which
proofread the ligation reaction for correct orientation. Four-copy-
site multimers were purified from low-melting-point agarose gels
and cloned into the modified psiCHECK2 vector. The artificial
bulged and mutant sensor sequences of miR-142 are listed in
Supplemental Table 3 in the ‘‘mir-142 sensor primers’’ worksheet.
For 39-UTR sensors of miR-19* targets, we chose a set of genes
that were down-regulated in the microarray analysis of mir-17-92
knockout lymphoma cell lines before and after reconstitution with
mir-19a/b retrovirus (Mu et al. 2009), and that contained conserved
miR-19a/b* target seeds. We cloned z250-bp 39-UTR fragments
containing the miR-19a/b* sites downstream from Renilla lucif-
erase in psiCHECK2. To generate mutant 39-UTR sensors, sep-
arate PCR reactions were carried out first with wild-type forward
and mutant reversed primers, and mutant forward and wild-type
reversed primers, respectively. The resulting two PCR fragments,
which have several overlapping nucleotides flanking the mutant
sites, were gel-purified and used as template in the presence of
wild-type forward and reversed primers for the second PCR
reaction. The PCR products were gel-purified and cloned as before.
HeLa cell transfection and luciferase sensor assay
HeLa cells were seeded into 96-well plates at the density of 1 3
104 per well 24 h before transfection. Cells were transfected in
quadruplicate with 40 ng of cognate or non-cognate miRNA
plasmids and 10 ng of psiCHECK2 sensor plasmids using FuGENE6
Transfection Reagent (Roche Applied Science). Twenty-four hours
after transfection, cells were lysed with 75 mL of Passive Lysis
53 Buffer (Promega). Seventy-microliter cell lysates were subjected
to the Dual-Glo Luciferase Assay System (Promega), which was
analyzed on a Veritas plate luminometer (Turner Biosystems). Fold
repression was normalized to parallel sensor assays transfected with
non-cognate miRNA. GFP-mir-1-2 was used as a control for most
miRNA constructs; empty vector or GFP-mir-199a-2 was used
for GFP-mir-1-2 experiments. Data from two independent
batches of quadruplicated experiments were pooled, and the
mean and standard deviation of each miRNA sensor assay were
calculated.
Correlation analysis of miRNA/star accumulation
and sensor regulation
XY correlation
We plotted log2 of the [miR/miR*] ratio of cloning counts
from human libraries ([miR/miR*]human cloning counts) against the
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[miR/miR*] ratio of fold repression ([miR/miR*]fold repression)
derived from a luciferase sensor assay. The data were subjected to
linear regression analysis and correlation using Pearson’s tests.
Grouping analysis
Twenty-two tested miRNAs were ranked according to the [miR/
miR*]human cloning counts from high to low. ‘‘Group High’’ includes
the first 11 miRNAs, and ‘‘Group Low’’ includes the last 11
miRNAs. [miR/miR*]fold repression of miRNAs that grouped to-
gether were plotted on the same column. We used the two-sided
Mann-Whitney test to perform statistical tests on Group High
and Group Low. All statistics and charts were generated using
GraphPad Prism.
miREDUCE analysis
Microarray data for miR-17 (Series GSE14831) and miR-34a
(Series GSE7754) experiments were downloaded from GEO.
Affymetrix or Rosetta probe names were translated to Ensembl
transcript IDs, and P-values were computed in R using a x2 test.
We ran miREDUCE (http://www.mdc-berlin.de/en/research/
research_teams/systems_biology_of_gene_regulatory_elements/
projects/mireduce/index.html) and set the motif length parameter
to either 6/6 (only 6-mer motifs), 6/7 (either 6-mer or 7-mer
motifs) or 7/7 (only 7-mer motifs), consistent with current models
of miRNA target recognition. As described earlier (Sood et al.
2006), miREDUCE fits the expression data to the motif counts of
all genes detected on the array, including those that are not
significantly down-regulated and those that are up-regulated. This
yields increased statistical power over simply searching for enriched
motifs in the down-regulated geneset, since it leverages information
regarding the depletion of motifs in up-regulated genes, as well as
minor changes in gene expression that fail to meet standard cutoffs
for down-regulation.
In the case of the mir-34a microarray data, miREDUCE (Sood
et al. 2006) failed to retrieve known miRNA seeds when run on the
full set of expression data, consistent with previous analysis (Chang
et al. 2007) and probably reflecting a great deal of indirect changes
in gene expression between the queried cell states. We therefore
performed the more restricted analysis by searching for motifs that
were enriched among the top down-regulated genes. We tested a
range of cutoffs from 100 to 500, with optimal results obtained with
the top 500 down-regulated genes. It was not possible to go above
this range because of the limited number of significantly down-
regulated genes.
CDF analysis
We used gene expression data from experiments in which the
expression of the mir-17/92 cluster and mir-19a/b was reconsti-
tuted inMyc-driven B-cell lymphoma cell lines bearing a conditional
knockout allele of the mir-17/92 cluster (Mu et al. 2009). In each
case, the cumulative distribution of the log expression changes for
the predicted miRNA and miRNA* targets was compared to that of
a background gene set that had no predicted targets. Targets were
predicted and scored using miRanda-mirSVR method (Betel et al.
2010) and restricted for perfect seed complementarity. Empirical
cumulative distributions were computed using the R ecdf function,
and P-values were computed by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov non-
parametric test. All predicted target sets were mutually exclusive
such that genes with target sites of multiple miRNAs were excluded
from the comparison. This helped to ensure that the observed log
expression change of a particular predicted target cohort was
attributable to specific miRNA species under examination, as
opposed to any other miRNA species in the comparison sets.
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Supplemental material can be found at http://www.rnajournal.org.
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